T he widespread adoption of information and communication technologies, particularly the World Wide Web, has greatly facilitated genre production and dissemination, and most genres well established in print media have, over the past decade, migrated onto computer screens. But these genre migrations have not always been successful. In the early 1990s, before the Web emerged into mainstream use, Horton (1994) observed that organizations frequently transferred their print documents to computer screens simply by dumping them into computer interfaces, without making changes to accommodate the new medium. This practice, Horton maintained, resulted in little success for the screen versions of these genres (p. 44). A few years later, during the phenomenal Web boom of the later 1990s, Crowston and Williams (2000) classified over 60% of a large random sample of Web pages as genres reproduced from more traditional media without adaptation, but they noted several difficulties throughout their sample, such as genres in part or whole appearing in isolation from their usual related parts or genres, unintelligible pages, and pages that did not communicate their purposes. The 1990s Internet bubble, which burst at the end of the decade with the widespread collapse of dot-com ventures, offers plenty of anecdotal evidence that ventures whose success was rooted in genres successful in print or oral communication channels could not reproduce their successes on the Web.
in specific settings" (p. 97). As an example, Bazerman offered the employment-seeking genre system (p. 98), a system I focus on in this article: Job ads lead to application letters and résumés, which in turn lead to phone requests for interviews, and so forth. As this example suggests, one advantage of expanding our view of a genre to encompass surrounding genres is that, unlike close examinations of solo agents creating single genres, such a broader view takes in a range of agents whose participation is necessary for larger scale cooperative action (Bazerman, 1994, pp. 98-99 ; see also Yates & Orlikowski, 2002b) . In this example, the participation of both job seekers and employers, through the sequence of genres they contribute, is required to accomplish the larger scale action of hiring employees. A genre's efficacy is thereby contingent not just on its own attributes but also on the enactment of the preceding genres in its genre system: "Only a limited range of genres may appropriately follow upon another in particular settings, because the success conditions of the actions of each require various states of affairs to exist" (Bazerman, 1994, p. 98) . Bazerman (1994, p. 99 ) viewed a genre as having an intertextual engagement with the preceding genres in its system (see also Berkenkotter, 2001, p. 330; Devitt, 1991) . Similarly, Freadman (1987) viewed genres not as isolated texts but as sets of texts "in some sort of dialogic relation" in which one plays off of the other (p. 97). Developing on her analogy with the game of tennis, we can conceive a successful genre as being more likely "to play its partner" genre (p. 98), to return its shot, and a less successful genre as being less able to play its partner genre quite so responsively, perhaps to return a shot in the dark. A genre, however, need not be limited to just one genre system, or one tennis partner. If a single text can operate as different genres Crowston & Williams, 2000; Russell, 1997 Russell, , 2002 , then such differences could necessitate different genre systems.
Elaborating on Bazerman's (1994) notion, Yates and Orlikowski (2002b) proposed that genre systems are "organizing structures . . . that provide expectations about the purpose, content, participants, form, time, and place of communicative interaction. In other words, both genres and genre systems carry expectations about why, what, whom, how, when, and where" (p. 16). Echoing their earlier characterization of genre by its "socially recognized communicative purpose" (Orlikowski & Yates, 1994, p. 543 ), Yates and Orlikowski singled out purpose (why) as "the central identifying characteristic of genre systems" (p. 32). In line with contemporary thinking about genres as social rather than mere textual phenomena (e.g., Berkenkotter & Huckin, 1995; Miller, 1984) , Yates and Orlikowski characterized both genres and genre systems by the social "expectations" they provide.
But expectations about purpose and other systemic dimensions are dynamic and may change-perhaps as a result of or resulting in a changing genre system-and such a change attempted without the recognition and participation of those involved in the genre system could result in the breakdown of that system. In particular, Yates and Orlikowski (2002b) also pointed out that expectations about place and especially form (where and how) could include which medium a genre should adopt (p. 17) . So what happens when the medium changes? Such a change could push that genre beyond the bounds of its genre system, thereby inducing a change of genre system or possibly even the emergence of a new genre system (Yates & Orlikowski, 2002b, pp. 27-28 ; see also Crowston & Williams, 2000, p. 203) , or, if not accompanied by a change in expectations, simply leave an orphaned genre less able to accomplish its purpose (e.g., Tardy, 2003, p. 23) . In their study of genre systems in new groupware used within one organization, Yates and Orlikowski found that using the new medium facilitated changes in several dimensions of the established genre systems, changes transformative enough to introduce actions that likely would not have occurred in the previous medium.
Yates and Orlikowski's (2002b) study examined three genre systems transacted through one groupware medium by teams within one organization. The scope of their study was limited enough to leave open the question, How can a genre successfully continue to achieve its purpose once it is transplanted to a less personal, international medium? This question is especially pertinent to the Web, which offers an environment with the short but tumultuous legacy of a high failure rate for genres but also the opportunity for widespread social and economic transformation through successful genres and genre systems. I explore here the genre of the résumé on self-published Web sites, examining, among other factors, the Web résumé's purposes, its efficacy at achieving those purposes, and the genre systems for achieving those purposes. To effectively explore the Web version of the résumé genre, however, I first briefly review the well-established print version and its genre system. usual purpose is, obviously, to get its subject a job with an employer. The résumé's job-seeking genre system is so familiar that it has become something of an iconic example for scholars seeking to illustrate genre systems (e.g., Bazerman, 1994; Yates & Orlikowski, 2002b; : Job ads beget application letters and résumés, which beget either rejection letters or phone requests for interviews, which beget interviews, which beget job offers or more rejection letters, and so on. Although the résumé does participate in other less publicized genre systems, 2 I often refer here to this job-seeking genre system as the résumé's traditional genre system because this system is so well established as to be the most familiar among the broad population of those who have written, read, taught, or researched résumés. For instance, it is the only genre system regularly featured in most professional communication textbooks' coverage of résumés and the genre system on which most résumé research has been predicated (e.g., Blackburn-Brockman & Belanger, 2001; Charney, Rayman, & Ferreira-Buckley, 1992; Hutchinson & Brefka, 1997; McDowell, 1987; cf. Firth, 2001) . Indeed, the résumé is apparently so reliant on this system that Bhatia (1993) cast doubt on the viability of the résumé independent of its partner genre in the system, the job application letter, positioning the résumé instead as "simply . . . documentary evidence for the claims the applicant makes in his letter" (p. 74).
Researchers of print résumés such as Popken (1999) and Hutchinson and Brefka (1997) have called for research on the electronic version of the genre: the different "how" in Yates and Orlikowski's (2002b) framework. As yet, however, despite the résumé's familiar appearance on personal home pages, no systematic research has been focused on Web résumés or their genre systems. On the Web, individuals' résumés are posted in a variety of venues:
• on subjects' own Web sites • in the databases of Web employment sites such as Monster.com • on organizational sites to showcase members Résumés across these venues would likely participate in different genre systems. Furthermore, without the accompanying genre of application letters, for instance, each of these genre systems would differ to some degree from the traditional genre system of print résumés. 3 Of these venues, the one involving Web employment sites most closely approximates the print résumés' traditional system because it still involves employers though not with job ads per se but with lists of keywords, running searches that return lists of résumés ranked by their keyword hits.
Much further afield are résumés published by their subjects on their own sites. On the surface, these seem disconnected from any of the components of the print résumé's traditional genre system. In particular, self-published Web résumés seem largely disconnected from employers, the main audience of the genre (and a key "who" in the genre system), being neither submitted to them in print nor submitted electronically to their databases (the where). This apparent disengagement from the audience whose participation has made print résumés a viable genre may well handicap these résumés on the Web, a disadvantage that some professional communication textbooks have pointed out (e.g., Anderson, 2003, p. 38; Oliu, Brusaw, & Alred, 2004, p. 604) . Krause (1997) recommended that students counteract this disadvantage by listing their Web résumé addresses on their print résumés and with search engines (p. 161), in effect attempting to situate their Web résumés within some genre system. That is, listing a Web résumé address on a print résumé would loosely reconnect the Web résumé to its traditional genre system whereas listing the address with search engines could insert the Web résumé into a prospective genre system in which a Web search list begets a Web résumé.
Further distinguishing self-published Web résumés from their print antecedents are their durability (the when) and their intertextually unresponsive content (the what), as well as the labor invested to construct, revise, and maintain them. Print résumés, updated and disseminated usually on the unhappy occasions when we need to find new jobs, ideally have short shelf lives. Because the print résumé typically responds to the equally short-lived job ad, its success relies significantly on its kairos-the timeliness of its response-and on the degree to which it "plays its partner," the job ad. By contrast, the more enduring Web résumé is less intertextually responsive to the different situation invoked by each new job ad. As Dunmire (2000) would observe, its temporal model is not well coordinated with the temporality of such situations (see also Yates & Orlikowski, 2002a) .
The labor a job seeker invests to construct and revise a print résumé accumulates incrementally with each new résumé submitted, which may involve identifying and addressing each prospective employer and repositioning the text to "play" each job ad. By contrast, the labor a job seeker invests to construct and maintain a Web résumé is more concentrated not only at the beginning of the process but, significantly, at the end, once a job is no longer sought, at which point the author would remove the résumé from the Web or remove the hyperlinks to it. Not surprisingly, because this last excess bit of labor is often neglected, Web résumés often remain publicly accessible online. This ongoing Web exposure may thus drive the genre to seek out new functions that were not necessarily envisioned for it. Indeed, in an inversion of the modernist dictum that form follows function, the Web version of the genre may be a convenient form posted in vague anticipation that it may adopt appropriate functions to justify its unprecedented endurance. If, as Miller (1984) explained, a genre is a response to a rhetorical exigence, then the Web résumé is in some cases a genre whose constant exposure leaves it seeking its exigence.
The self-published Web résumé would thus appear to be an example of the worst excesses of Web publishing in the 1990s: a print genre dumped onto the Web with little apparent consideration of the conditions that made its print antecedent viable in the first place. With most dimensions of its traditional genre system (how, who, where, when, what) changed by this dumping, the genre's emergence in the new medium raises the central questions that I address here: What purposes (why), if any, is the self-published Web résumé achieving? How well is it achieving these purposes? And through what genre systems is it achieving these purposes? Answers to these questions would help us understand the viability not only of this genre but also of other genres that are being transplanted from a well-established medium and genre system into a new medium.
SURVEY INSTRUMENT
To address these questions, I conducted a survey of people who had self-published their Web résumés and then analyzed these résumés together with the surrounding Web sites. The survey instrument was designed to discover, among other things, the Web résumés' purposes, the Web site authors' publicity methods, the Web sites' reception, and the authors' assessment of their Web résumés' usefulness.
Five survey questions were directed to these issues (see the Appendix). The first (survey question 5) asked respondents why they had posted their résumés on the Web. Respondents were offered a list of nine reasons from which to select (with the possibility of selecting multiple reasons) plus the opportunity to write in other reasons. Such a plurality of reasons was motivated by findings that a single text or genre can serve more than one purpose (e.g., Bhatia, 2000; Crowston & Williams, 2000) and by my own presurvey analysis of the diverse sites posting self-published Web résumés. Four of the nine reasons explicitly concerned advancing employment: the most conventional reason of seeking new employment with an employer plus three additional reasons that, although employment related, have not previously received consideration in résumé research (i.e., seeking new clients for one's self-employment, enhancing one's current employment, and enhancing one's profile among colleagues). I determined these latter three reasons from analyzing sites posting Web résumés, which showed that their subjects were often already gainfully employed and gave no indication that they were seeking new employment. The other five reasons were motivated primarily by the findings of research on personal home pages (e.g., Buten, 1996; Döring, 2002 ). Buten's (1996) research in particular showed that personal home pages are often constructed for socially oriented reasons or for instrumental reasons (e.g., to distribute information to people or to practice making a Web page). Indeed, of the six reasons presented in Buten's personal home-page survey, the only one related to employment ranked as the least chosen reason. My survey respondents were instructed to select all reasons that had applied at one time or another because Web résumés often remain online over a long period of time even as their subjects perhaps move into and out of employment.
Without specific foreknowledge of alternative genre systems that might take the place of the print résumé's traditional genre system, I did not design this study of Web résumés to probe potential alternative genre systems in depth. But three survey questions explore the kinds of activities that precede and proceed from the Web résumé, thereby offering considerable indirect evidence of potential alternative genre systems. The first of these questions (see survey question 13 in the Appendix) asked about measures respondents had taken to publicize their Web sites. Response options listed six publicity methods plus the option to write in additional methods. Each of the six methods cued either specific genres or a class of communication that could encompass several genres. Responses to this question can thereby offer indirect evidence of the kinds of genres that might precede the Web résumé in genre systems.
The second of these questions asked about the number of people who had communicated with respondents as a consequence of having seen their Web sites (see survey question 15). Then a follow-up question asked respondents to enumerate these Web-generated contacts according to how they were acquainted prior to the communication (see survey question 16): personal acquaintances, workplace and professional acquaintances, employment-seeking acquaintances (e.g., potential employers who received their print résumés), Internet acquaintances (e.g., e-mail or listserver correspondents), and complete strangers with no prior acquaintance. Responses to this pair of questions can indicate which populations (the who of genre systems) would be drawn into genre systems that follow upon self-published Web sites. The first of these questions noted parenthetically that the communication could occur by a diversity of means-e-mail, guestbook, phone, face-to-face conversation-to cue respondents to the full breadth of possible communication media and genres. But these survey questions did not ask whether the communication occurred as a consequence of the Web résumé in particular; they asked whether it occurred as a consequence of the Web site in general. Because my presurvey analysis had revealed that Web résumés tend to be embedded in large sites, an impression later confirmed in this study, I had surmised that attempting to distinguish the exact point that generated such contact would have introduced too much uncertainty.
The final survey question pertinent here asked respondents to rate how useful their Web résumés had been to them (see survey question 18a). As Bazerman (1994) suggested, a genre's success conditions include the vitality of its encompassing genre system, and hence this assessment of the self-published Web résumé's efficacy, though subjective, could indirectly indicate the vitality of its genre systems.
SAMPLE OF WEB RÉSUMÉ AUTHORS
Selecting a sample of self-published Web résumé authors that is random or representative is not, in practice, feasible. Because search engines index primarily those sites that are hyperlinked from other sites, and because no search engine indexes more than a portion of the fast-changing Web, samples selected through search engines are inevitably skewed to the more popular sites (Weare & Lin, 2000, p. 278) . This sampling challenge is exacerbated in searches for Web résumés posted on personal home pages, sites that search engines are less likely to index (Roussinov et al., 2001 ), in part because many are designed by nonprofessional Web designers who are not savvy in attracting search engine spiders and because many are posted deep within larger sites, which some search engines do not index deeply (Introna & Nissenbaum, 2000) . Compounding these challenges, most search engines, even when reporting millions of hits, show only the first thousand, thereby precluding a patient researcher from sampling deeply within the population. Thus, not only is a complete sample frame of self-published Web résumés unattainable, but even samples from those Web résumés that search engines have indexed are limited in scope.
In such conditions, I drew instead a nonprobability sample with the aim of including a diversity of Web résumés. To collect most of my sample, I used the AltaVista search engine, which, unlike its better known rivals such as Google, does not apply a ranking formula that prioritizes so exclusively the most popular sites. As well, AltaVista enables some country-specific searches, allowing me to conduct multiple searches (rather than one worldwide search limited to just the first thousand hits) and to avert the inevitable preponderance of Americans in many Web population samples. I collected between 50 and 100 Web résumés from each of five searches that targeted five countries (Brazil, Canada, India, Ireland, and the United Kingdom) across four continents. To expand my sample further still beyond the more prominent sites that tend to get indexed by search engines, I also conducted searches within the more proletarian population of sites posted free by Geocities and Tripod. I searched using the term résumé and, in the cases of AltaVista's Ireland and United Kingdom searches, the more commonly used terms curriculum vitae and CV.
To be included in the sample pool, sites had to meet the following conditions:
• offer an entry point that could be readily navigated in a Web browser (e.g., AltaVista search returns that linked directly to Portable Document Format [PDF] files were skipped because such files hinder surfing to other site pages posted in conjunction with a résumé, pages that may influence the résumé's production or reception) • include somewhere on the site what could be charitably characterized as a complete résumé written in English • give the appearance of being under the full authorial control of the résumé's subject rather than being published by an organization • include an e-mail address by which the résumé's subject could be contacted for participation in the survey Applying these conditions, I collected, in the winter and spring of 2003, a total of 600 self-published Web résumés and e-mailed their authors solicitations to participate in the survey. Seventy-six e-mails (13%) were returned as undeliverable, leaving a sample of 524.
distribution.
Exactly 100 completed surveys were returned within the 8-week survey period, a response rate of 19%. This seemingly low response rate may be due to a number of factors:
• Some résumés were probably abandoned by their authors. On the basis of a casual analysis of 100 of the 600 Web sites targeted for this study, I determined that about one third showed no clear evidence of activity in the preceding 2 years. But because it was difficult to assess the freshness of some Web résumés and because my aim was to include a diversity of Web résumés, I opted not to reject any résumés that looked abandoned, even those apparently not maintained for several years (e.g., one site included in the sample featured a lastrevised date of May 12, 1995).
• Some e-mail addresses, though still functioning, were probably abandoned or seldom checked by their owners.
• Some survey solicitations were probably buried amid spam, which increases as a consequence of posting an e-mail address on the Web (Center for Democracy & Technology, 2003) . Indeed, most survey respondents attested to receiving spam, and some sites attempted to avert it by technical means.
Hence, the seemingly low response rate, together with the high proportion of undeliverable e-mails, may be a technical side effect of sampling from the Web. Moreover, because the Web is filled with abandoned pages of many genres (most famously, failed dot-com genres), this seemingly low response rate should not necessarily imply that the résumé genre is more prone to abandonment than others.
WEB RÉSUMÉ PURPOSES
The survey results revealed that for many Web résumé authors, self-published résumés serve purposes well beyond the genre's traditional purpose of seeking employment with an employer (see survey question 5 in the Appendix). Only slightly more than half of the respondents (56%) indicated that they had ever used their Web résumés for this traditional purpose (see Table 1 ). Similarly, in response to a different survey question, slightly fewer than half of the respondents (47%) reported that they had ever posted their résumés on Web employment sites such as Monster.com, HotJobs, and CareerBuilder.com. Presumably, respondents savvy enough to create their own Web sites would have heard about such employment sites, and posting résumés on such sites is usually free for job seekers and less time-consuming than creating their own Web résumés.
distribution.
Apart from the résumé's traditional purpose, close to half the respondents had used their Web résumés for each of two other employmentrelated purposes: to seek new clients for their self-employment (45%) and to enhance their profiles among colleagues within their fields of employment (42%). The relatively high response levels for these more specialized résumé purposes suggest that, unlike in the résumé's traditional genre system, in which résumés tend to serve out their purposes once the system moves on to later genres such as the employment contract, Web résumés widely retain some degree of purpose among their subjects who are already well established in their employment. As well, a similar proportion of respondents (46%) reported using their Web résumés to present themselves to people who have no connection with their employment, hitherto a rare use of the genre but one that, on the Web, perhaps fills an "ecological niche" (Spinuzzi, 2003) in which few other Web-based genres for self-presentation are available (Killoran, 2003) .
A majority of the respondents (78%) selected more than one of the nine specified purposes (not including the written-in "other" purposes, which in most cases did not depart meaningfully from the nine listed purposes). Respondents selected on average just over three and up to as many as seven purposes each. The Web résumé's apparent versatility, with most purposes attaining at least a 20% response level across the sample, may of course be in part a consequence of the prompt offered by the survey's response options themselves. But whereas print résumés typically have short shelf lives, Web résumés remain online for years-for over 4 years on average in the case of this study-unless proactive steps are taken either to remove them or to remove links to them. Thus, one can reasonably assume that résumés maintained online year after year, regardless of their authors' employment, would have to serve other purposes to justify the labor invested in constructing and continually maintaining them.
WEB RÉSUMÉS' USEFULNESS
Respondents rated the usefulness of their Web résumés, on a 5-point, Likert-type scale ranging from 0 (not at all useful) to 4 (very useful), at 2.56 on average, well above the midpoint on the scale. Such a rating gives cause for hope for the genre's efficacy in the new medium. But the Web résumé would likely be more effective at achieving some of its reported purposes than others, and a closer analysis of these usefulness ratings in correlation with the résumés' purposes can help sort out those purposes for which the résumé is most useful. Because respondents selected an average of more than three purposes each, not to mention the added written-in purposes, purpose-to-purpose comparisons between groups were not feasible. Nevertheless, a comparison between the selection and the nonselection of each purpose can at least partly indicate that purpose's contribution to the Web résumé's efficacy (see Table 2 ). Whereas those who had used their Web résumés for the traditional purpose of seeking new employment with employers rated their résumés' usefulness higher (M = 2.73) than did those who had not used their résumés for this purpose (M = 2.34), the difference between these averaged efficacy ratings was not significant (t = 1.55, p = .12). Similarly, no significant difference in the averaged efficacy ratings was found between those using and those not using their résumés for most other purposes, with two notable exceptions.
One exception was the usefulness rating from those respondents whose Web résumés' purpose was, among others, to showcase their Web design skills. They rated their résumés' usefulness sharply higher (M = 3.13) than those who had not used their résumés for this purpose (M = 2.39, t = 2.55, p < .05). Indeed, all 23 respondents who selected this purpose assessed their résumés' usefulness at or above the midpoint on the 5-point scale. Given the Web's novelty, this purpose-creating a document in a new medium to illustrate skills in working with that medium-can be seen as a pertinent career-related application of the résumé genre in the new medium. The other-potentially more consequential-exception, however, was the usefulness rating from the 45 respondents who had used their Web résumés to seek new clients for their self-employment. They assessed their résumés' usefulness at an average of 2.98, significantly higher than did those who had not used their résumés for this purpose (M = 2.22, t = 3.14, p < .01). I refer to this group of client-seeking respondents as self-employed, even though an examination of their résumés and Web sites revealed that, as of their most recent site updates, many were gainfully employed with other employers and appeared to be pursuing their self-employment on the side. This selfemployed, client-seeking group overlapped considerably with the traditional employer-seeking group (32 of the self-employed, more than 71%, had also used their Web résumés to seek employment with employers); hence, these two overlapping groups did not offer a distinct basis for comparison. For instance, removing the 32 dual-group respondents left just 13 respondents who used their Web résumés exclusively to seek clients for their self-employment and 24 respondents who used their Web résumés exclusively to seek employment with employers. The subgroup of 13 assessed their résumés' usefulness at an average level of 2.69 (SD = 1.49), and the subgroup of 24 assessed their résumés' usefulness at an average level of 2.25 (SD = 1.05), but the difference in efficacy levels between these two subgroups was not significant (t = 1.02). Another measure, however, suggested that the self-employed factor may have contributed meaningfully to the efficacy of the résumés of those who also used them for traditional job-seeking purposes. The 32 dual-group respondents who selected both of these résumé purposes rated their résumés' usefulness at an average level of 3.09 (SD = 0.91). This rating was not significantly higher than the average usefulness rating of the exclusively client-seeking subgroup (t = 1.07), but it was significantly higher than the average usefulness rating of the exclusively employer-seeking subgroup (t = 3.15, p < .01). That is, among traditional job seekers, those who are also self-employed found their Web résumés significantly more useful than did those who were not also self-employed.
Whereas the self-employed may have commonly been using print résumés to seek new clients even prior to the development of the Web, this use has not received attention from researchers of résumés or from authors of professional communication textbooks. Yet in this sample, almost as many respondents used their Web résumés to seek clients as those who used them to seek employers. Of course, the objectives of getting a paying employer and getting a paying client are not unrelated, as the overlap between the two groups suggests, but for the 37 respondents (54% of the 69 respondents in the two overlapping groups) who chose just one of these two objectives, the distinction may be crucial. Sometimes individuals seeking employment with employers do not have the wherewithal or desire to create their own businesses, and sometimes individuals seeking clients for their own businesses are disinclined to work for someone else. In addition, the audiences for whom these two résumés are oriented, employers and clients, do not regularly overlap. Hence, because these orientations cannot readily be interchanged, I treat them as two distinct genre purposes. Given that respondents whose résumés were oriented toward seeking clients reported their résumés to be significantly more useful than did those whose résumés were not so oriented, this previously overlooked use of the résumé among the self-employed, together with its genre systems, deserves further exploration.
GENRE SYSTEMS OF WEB RÉSUMÉS ORIENTED TOWARD SEEKING CLIENTS
Before considering possible genre systems for Web résumés oriented toward seeking clients for the self-employed, we should first consider two of the genres invoked in the traditional genre system from which the résumé genre emerged, the system typically actuated by those seeking employment with employers: the job advertisement and the employment letter. A number of respondents reported at various points in the survey that, in response to job advertisements, they would e-mail their Web addresses to prospective employers in lieu of sending paper résumés; they commended the Web résumé for supporting such fast and convenient communication. But the fact that 47% of respondents had also submitted their résumés to employmentsite databases, such as Monster.com, suggests that the respondents recognized that they had to proactively send their résumés to potential employers rather than passively wait for employers to find their résumés posted on their own sites. That is, unless a Web résumé is somehow sent to a potential employer, it is estranged from the key preceding genre in the employment genre system: the job advertisement. E-mailing an employer can be seen as attempting to rejoin the Killoran / SELF-PUBLISHED WEB RÉSUMÉS 441 distribution.
Web résumé with its traditional genre system. As well, submitting a résumé in response to a job advertisement implies that the applicant is available for work, but only a small minority of respondents clearly indicated on their Web résumés themselves or in some part of the surrounding Web sites their current availability for work with employers. And those respondents often failed to indicate when their résumés were last revised, so prospective employers would no doubt be uncertain about the current status of their employment. Web résumés therefore often lack the element of kairos that we tend to assume for their print counterparts.
Only two sites in the sample included something resembling an employment letter; each of these letters accompanied a résumé in the same document (in rich-text format or as a PDF file) but was not available in hypertext markup language (HTML) form to accompany each site's HTML résumé. Like the generic employment letter, these one-page letters briefly mentioned their authors' desired positions, experience, and key skills and aptitudes and referred to the résumés appearing on subsequent pages within the same files. But both were addressed generically "to whom it may concern," and in one letter, the author optimistically but vacuously claimed, "I feel that I will be a positive addition to your company." As we might expect of documents posted on the Web, in their brevity, four and five short paragraphs, these letters could not orient themselves to the interests of specific organizations as do rhetorically effective employment letters.
Hence, some key elements of the employment genre system traditionally encompassing the print résumé do not seem to be fully conveyed through personal Web sites. In some cases, a Web résumé nevertheless seems to offer its subject some convenience, but it also demands some labor to rejoin it to its traditional genre system. Web publishing alone does not satisfy that labor demand. Thus, perhaps understandably, those respondents who posted their résumés for the traditional purpose of seeking employment with an employer did not rate their résumés' usefulness significantly higher than did those who did not post their résumés for this well-established purpose.
To explore other possible genre systems, we should consider first which kinds of genres might precede the Web résumé genre. Responses to the question about measures taken to publicize their Web sites (see survey question 13 in the Appendix) revealed that Internetbased media and their genres tended to be fairly popular, with slightly more than half the respondents adding their Web addresses to their e-mail signatures or mentioning their Web sites in e-mail messages, chat room messages, or other Internet message forums and a similar proportion submitting their Web addresses to search engines or directories (see Figure 1) . Equally popular among respondents was connecting to the résumé's traditional genre system by adding their Web addresses to employment documents such as print résumés or job application letters. But comparisons between the proportion of respondents who were self-employed and those who were not self-employed taking each of these and other publicity measures showed no significant differences (p > .05) between the two groups, with one notable exception: adding their Web addresses to business documents such as business cards, business letterhead, advertising material, or other print documents. This method was among the more popular methods with the self-employed and the one a significantly greater portion of them used: 26, or 58%, of the self-employed respondents used this method compared with 17, or 31%, of those not self-employed (t = 2.78, p < .01). Given that self-employed individuals, unlike those who are not self-employed, would be more likely to already be using these business-related forms and genres to communicate with potential and actual clients, these resources would be more readily available for them to use as Web site publicity methods and as surrogate Web résumé genre systems.
Explanations offered by some of the self-employed respondents illustrate how the Web résumé could fit into genre systems different from the résumé's traditional genre system. For instance, a couple of the self-employed respondents associated their Web résumés with their business cards. One explained that people "rarely carr [y] around a stack of resumés [when they are] out and about, but a business card with a web address can now accomplish essentially the same thing." The other wrote how his Web résumé offered him "an easy way to 'hand' someone [his] resume-merely by putting a URL on a business card." Both these respondents alluded to limitations associated with the print résumé or its traditional genre system, limitations arising from the physical burden of carrying print résumés around-the where in Yates and Orlikowski's (2002b) structure-and the social heavy-handedness of pushing a résumé at someone outside of the traditional genre system that sanctions presenting a résumé (how). Both these respondents also alluded to what appear to be casual face-to-face scenarios, with informal settings and interactions (where and how) that have not been common in the print résumé's traditional, more formal genre system. Presumably, they had not previously been carrying around stacks of print résumés or pushing print résumés at unsuspecting conversants in casual encounters, but they have been doing the equivalent with their Web résumés. Thus, a genre system, in which a business card begets a Web résumé that begets further contact, built on the business world's long-established genre system, in which a business card begets further contact, can perhaps overcome some limitations associated with the print résumé and its traditional genre system. Not only has the Web résumé found an alternative genre system to attach itself to, but that genre system seems so convenient and socially acceptable that it might even have encouraged the use of résumés for more than just their traditional purpose.
Another respondent, a self-employed graphic designer, illustrated how she had gained ethos by her site's prominent placement within a Web search-engine list: "Through some act of God I am on the first page of 700,000 of [G]oogle listings just by entering 'graphic artist.' That fact has spoken volumes to potential clients on my effectiveness as a web designer." The Web search-engine list, Google's in particular, is a relatively new genre that is especially influential because its ranking function often determines the subsequent Web site a user will access. Indeed, amid the millions of Web pages, this new genre is often the only practical means by which the subsequent genre would be found. For this respondent, this ranking function generated, through a genre system in which a search list begets a Web résumé, an ethos that the print résumé's traditional genre system could not similarly generate. Another respondent who was a selfemployed artist, in this case a painter and photographer whose site included a portfolio and reviews of her work, explained the usefulness of her Web résumé by characterizing it as a different genre entirely: "It's a ready-made and continually evolving brochure illustrating my work and exhibitions." The brochure genre, not the résumé, has traditionally been among the genres used in commercial environments for soliciting clients. The degree to which the adaptable Web résumé is useful for this respondent may in part relate to its repositioning itself through Web distribution within an advertising or a marketing genre system, one in which a brochure begets a commercial transaction. The Web résumé thereby performs some of the advertising and marketing functions that brochures have performed in print distribution and presumably leads to genres that brochures have led to, such as signed contracts for services. These publicity measures illustrate how Web résumés, particularly those of several of the self-employed respondents, participate in genre systems other than the résumé's traditional genre system. These genre systems sometimes involve print documentation whose long endurance in business environments suggests a legacy of success comparable with that of the print résumé's long-enduring traditional genre system. This observation, together with the greater Web résumé efficacy reported by self-employed respondents, suggests that one factor contributing to the Web résumé's efficacy may be its place in alternative but viable genre systems. For those who are self-employed, the résumé may be a flexible genre in systems involving business cards, search lists, advertisements, and other commercial and organizational genres. In these systems, the résumé is perhaps made more useful than the résumé in the traditional résumé genre system by its ready accessibility on self-published Web sites. As well, the relative ease of initiating some of these genre systems (e.g., handing someone a business card), not to mention the relative ease of maintaining a Web résumé after the initial labor investment, may be facilitating the use of résumés beyond their traditional purpose.
To understand who, other than Web résumé authors themselves, might become involved in self-published Web genre systems, we must consider who communicates with these authors. In response to the survey question about how many people had communicated with them as a consequence of having seen their Web sites (see survey question 15 in the Appendix), self-employed respondents overall reported receiving communication from greater numbers of people than did those who were not self-employed. As Figure 2 illustrates, the sites of the self-employed, in comparison with those of the not self-employed, were proportionately more likely to have generated high numbers of contacts, appearing in higher percentages in each of the three highest level contact intervals (30 to 99, 100 to 299, and 300 or more contacts). For easy comparison, I grouped the seven contact intervals into two clusters: a high-contact cluster combining the four double-digit and triple-digit contact intervals (10 to 300 or more contacts) and a low-contact cluster combining the three single-digit contact intervals (0 to 9 contacts). This grouping showed that the sites of the self-employed were significantly more likely than those of the not self-employed to fall within the highcontact cluster (80% vs. 59% respectively, t(96) = 2.18, p < .05). Illustrating the kind of communication that a self-employed person's site would be more likely to invite, one respondent, an Internet software and Web-site developer, described some contacts to his site: "[I was contacted] by a few recruitment agencies, received several items of work and the option of tendering [i.e., bidding] for contracts in excess of [£]1000." In this case, the Web site and its résumé are part of ongoing genre systems that include the participation of those whose business involves recruiting independent contractors and communicating through such business-related genres as proposals and contracts.
The follow-up survey question asked respondents to enumerate their contacts according to categories of how they were acquainted prior to the communication (see survey question 16 in the Appendix). Respondents may have found this question to be more difficult than other parts of the survey: The proportion of "don't know" answers and nonanswers (which were rare for other survey questions) ranged from 8% to 20% across the five acquaintance categories. Nevertheless, for most of the categories, among those who did select numerical responses, a higher proportion of self-employed respondents than non-self-employed respondents selected higher level contact intervals (10 to 100 or more contacts). The proportion of self-employed respondents selecting the three highest contact intervals (10 to 29, 30 to 99, and 100 or more contacts) was higher than that of the non-selfemployed respondents across all acquaintance types except personal acquaintances, for which a slightly higher proportion of not selfemployed respondents than self-employed respondents selected two of the three intervals. Revealingly, of these five acquaintance types, personal acquaintances would arguably be the least likely to need to see their acquaintances' résumés because they would probably already be familiar with their acquaintances' career activities and skills. By contrast, the sites of the self-employed seem to draw more contact from a wider network of more distant acquaintances (i.e., work, employment-seeking, or Internet acquaintances) and even strangers. Put another way, a greater number of distant acquaintances and strangers presumably sensed that the Web résumé or Web site of a selfemployed respondent is like a tennis shot that invites their own return shot, their own contact in the form of a follow-up contact genre. For easy comparison, I again grouped the contact intervals into two clusters (0 to 9 and 10 to 100 or more). Table 3 shows the percentages of self-employed and non-self-employed respondents who selected numerical responses of 10 or more contacts for each acquaintance type. The results showed that a significantly higher percentage of selfemployed respondents than non-self-employed respondents received 10 or more contacts from Internet acquaintances (p < .05) and from complete strangers (p < .001). Such results are revealing because contact from these two acquaintance types, more so than the other three types, would likely need to have arisen from alternative genre systems; that is, both Internet acquaintances and complete strangers would most likely never have had the opportunity to participate in a respondent's traditional print résumé genre system. Overall, these contact results suggest that the Web sites of self-employed individuals invite communication from populations whose greater diversity and social distance imply a greater diversity and reach of genre systems.
DISCUSSION
This article has examined the Web version of the résumé, an iconic genre well established for a century primarily in its job-seeking purpose. Yet those respondents who had applied their self-published Web résumés toward this well-established purpose did not find them to be significantly more useful than did those who had applied them toward more obscure purposes. Such an undistinguished performance would seem to indict the genre as ineffective. At first glance, it might suggest that the self-published Web résumé may be just one more case of unavailing genre dumping, a practice widespread during the Web's first decade that has resulted in many failed or abandoned Web documents. But Web résumés were found to be relatively effective among those respondents who had applied them toward a purpose that has been largely overlooked in the history of the print version: seeking clients for their self-employment. This relative success suggests that some applications of the résumé genre on the Web may be more viable than others.
Whereas a number of factors may contribute to this difference in the Web résumé's efficacy levels, a genre's success conditions include 448 JBTC / October 2006 distribution. the viability of its genre system. A genre system provides participants with expectations for communicative interaction, and a genre's migration to a new medium can disrupt those expectations, inducing a change in the genre system-possibly even the emergence of a new genre system-or simply leaving a genre orphaned from a viable genre system and less able to accomplish its purpose. Transplanted into a new medium, a genre must therefore, first of all, situate itself within a genre system that is viable, that accords with the expectations of that genre's participants. Given the significant difference this study found between self-employed and non-self-employed respondents' ratings of their résumés' success levels, I have followed what would be the most parsimonious line by starting with what distinguishes these subgroups, the different purposes of their résumés, and attempting to trace the different genre systems implicated in achieving these purposes. In particular, I have attempted to trace the different genres, and their participants, that precede and proceed from the self-published Web résumé.
In the case of the résumé used for its traditional purpose, its placement on self-published Web sites may leave it relatively aloof from the other genres, especially job ads, and from the other participants, especially employers, involved in its traditional genre system. Survey responses indicated that one of the main ways respondents connected with the traditional genre system was by adding their Web addresses to print résumés or print employment letters, a publicity method pursued by slightly more than half the respondents. Some respondents also volunteered that they would just e-mail their Web addresses to prospective employers in lieu of sending print résumés. In examining respondents' Web sites, I found few other remnants of the résumé's traditional genre system. These findings suggest that employers' expectations of the résumé's role in the employmentseeking genre system-or, more specifically, respondents' perceptions of employers' expectations-have not changed to the degree that employers themselves would be willing to make the effort to connect Web résumés with the résumé's traditional genre system. Hence, the Web résumé's relative isolation from its traditional system may have contributed to the insignificant difference between the Web résumé's usefulness ratings of those who had and those who had not attempted to apply their résumés toward its traditional purpose. By contrast, many respondents using their Web résumés to seek clients for their self-employment seem to have tapped into alternative genre systems. These systems involve participants different from those in the résumé's traditional genre system: self-employed individuals and their prospective clients. These participants may have had little or no use for genres such as job ads and cover letters but rather used genres such as business cards and advertisements. Because these genres tend to have a long tradition of successfully directing attention to businesspeople and their products and services, they do not necessarily imply a significant change of expectations or of action when directing attention instead to Web sites. These Web sites in turn elicit participation from a broader population of participants acting in accordance with long-standing expectations of how potential clients contact businesses and thereby continuing the genre systems by contacting self-employed Web site authors with, presumably, some contact genre of their own. Hence, the Web résumé's insertion into these ongoing, viable genre systems may have contributed to the résumé's significantly higher usefulness rating by self-employed respondents.
These findings suggest that one predictor of a genre's success in its migration to the Web may be the viability of its genre system(s) in the new medium. Genres that are likely to be estranged from a viable genre system may thereby be more likely to fail whereas genres that are likely to situate themselves within viable genre systems may thereby be more likely to succeed. Such probable outcomes suggest an obvious guideline for Web practitioners: Before transplanting a genre to the Web, assess the genre system in which it would be expected to participate. Examine the genres that precede and proceed from it and the participants who create these genres. If these genres and participants would likely play their roles in such a genre system, then that genre system's viability would help ensure the transplanted genre's own viability on the Web.
One question this study was not equipped to answer is whether the genres self-employed people used to seek clients prior to the Web's emergence included not only the expected advertisements, brochures, and business cards but also print résumés and whether the print version of the genre was more or less effective for such a purpose than the Web version is now. Such a use of the résumé by the selfemployed has been overlooked in scholarly and academic treatments of the genre, yet in this study, almost half of the (admittedly unrepresentative) sample of respondents used their résumés to seek clients, almost as many as those who used them more traditionally to seek employment with employers. Moreover, such a use was ranked among the most effective uses of the genre. If the use of print résumés to seek clients has indeed been as widespread and effective as suggested by this study's Web sample, then the traditional view of the résumé's purposes and efficacy has perhaps itself been excessively generic, too narrowly focused on the iconic employment-seeking purpose within the employer-employee genre system. This study may serve to remind researchers and academics that a genre may be oriented toward more than one purpose and may participate in more than one genre system and that the nature and efficacy of each purpose and genre system may be relatively independent of the others.
On the other hand, if the use of print résumés to seek clients was indeed much less prevalent prior to the Web's emergence, then the Web résumé's successful use among self-employed respondents would certainly attest to the genre's dynamism (see Berkenkotter & Huckin, 1995) . The résumé genre, emerging a century ago during the widespread growth of print-based business communication systems (Popken, 1999; Yates, 1989) , would have significantly reoriented itself in the past 10 years with a renewed purpose in conjunction with the widespread growth of a new medium of business communication. And whereas the employment-seeking résumé, once transplanted onto self-published Web sites, has perhaps become more estranged from its traditional genre system, the client-seeking genre experimentation, with such new genres as blogs having emerged from a diverse generic ancestry (Miller & Shepherd, 2004) and such old genres as auction descriptions (e.g., on eBay) and book reviews (e.g., on Amazon.com) having been adopted and transformed by their more populous authorship. This study illustrates how the Web and other new media may also be laboratories for researchers exploring the extremes of genres' dynamism, with transformations not just of form and content but of purpose and genre system made so genres can prevail in the new media environment.
These conclusions about the Web résumé's efficacy and genre systems should of course be qualified by the study's limitations: the challenges of obtaining a representative sample of Web résumé authors, a reliance on the authors' subjective assessments of their résumés' efficacies, and the difficulties of grouping respondents with overlapping résumé purposes into distinct groups. Moreover, because this study was not designed to single out self-employed people specifically to examine the genre systems they tapped into for their Web résumés, my related conclusions are to some degree inferential. Nevertheless, the possibility that the well-known résumé genre, in migrating to the Web, has made such a shift in its profile of users and uses merits further study, as does the experiences of other long-established genres migrating to the Web. 
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